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KEYNOTE
Fast and scalable non-linear embedding techniques for
high-dimensional data
Boudewijn Lelieveldt
Department of Radiology,
Leiden University Medical Center,
Leiden, the Netherlands

Since 2010, a multi-disciplinary research team at Leiden University Medical Center and Delft
University of Technology has been working on a number of novel data analytics techniques
that address the analysis and visualization challenges inherent to high-dimensional data. We
focused on the non-linear similarity embedding technique tSNE (t-distributed stochastic
neighbor embedding): tSNE builds a 2D scatter plot, in which points represent highdimensional data vectors. These are grouped together in the plot based on their feature
profile similarity, while trying to preserve the local neighborhood structure of the highdimensional data points. tSNE therefore focuses on preserving small differences, while it
discards large differences (contrary to PCA).
Expanding on the basic tSNE algorithm, we developed Dual tSNE and linked-view
tSNE to enable fast and interactive comparison of multiple networks. Moreover, we
developed Approximating tSNE and Hierarchical tSNE to remove the speed and scale limits
respectively of tSNE-based approaches. A number of application examples will be discussed,
in relation to imaging data, and to –omics data. We developed the publically accessible web
portal for mining gene expression in the adult and developmental human brain: the
BrainScope.nl portal. Its most prominent feature is the linked, all-in-one visualization of
genes and samples across the whole brain and genome, and across development. In
addition, we developed Cytosplore, a PC application for fast and interactive cell phenotyping
from massive, high-dimensional single cell datasets. Finally, a number of applications in
hyperspectral imaging will be discussed.
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Detecting disease subtypes by means of Cluster Independent
Component Analysis (C-ICA) of multi-subject brain data
Jeffrey Durieux
Institute of Psychology,
Methodology & Statistics,
Leiden University,
Leiden, the Netherlands

An emerging challenge in the study of brain diseases and mental disorders, like dementia
and depression, consists of revealing systematic differences and similarities between
subgroups of patients in functional connectivity patterns (FCPs), that is, coordinated activity
across brain regions. As such, existing subtypes of the disease may be characterized in terms
of FCPs and disease subtypes may get detected which transcend the current diagnostic
boundaries and which show a differential development and prognosis of the pathology.
In order to obtain FCP’s, researchers often collect resting-state functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (rs-fMRI) data and analyze this data with Independent Component
Analysis (ICA). ICA is a technique that decomposes a multivariate observed signal into a set
of underlying independent source signals and a mixing matrix. In an fMRI context, the
sources represent spatial maps, which corresponds to FCPs, and the mixing matrix contains
the associated time courses.
Analyzing the brain data of each patient separately with ICA has as major drawback
that each patient will be characterized by different FCPs, which makes it difficult to detect
the systematic differences and similarities in FCPs between (groups of) patients. Therefore,
we propose Cluster Independent Component Analysis (C-ICA). The goal of this method is to
cluster the patients into homogenous groups based on the similarities and differences in
their FCPs. As such, patients allocated to the same cluster are assumed to have similar
connectivity patterns, whereas patients belonging to different clusters will be described by
different FCPs. This allows a data-driven detection of disease/disorder subtypes based on
different FCPs’.
In this presentation, the C-ICA model is proposed, along with an alternating least
squares type of algorithm to estimate its parameters. Further, the results of a simulation
study to evaluate the performance of the novel C-ICA method are presented.
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External validity indices for individual clusters

Matthijs Warrens
University of Groningen,
the Netherlands
Clustering methods are used in many different disciplines to assign observations to
meaningful groups. Different clustering methods perform well in different situations, and no
clustering method has been shown to dominate other methods across all application
domains. In choosing a clustering method it is important that the characteristics of a method
are well understood. Therefore, an important and fundamental topic in cluster analysis
research is the validation of the cluster results. To evaluate the performance of a clustering
method researchers typically assess the agreement between a reference standard partition
that purports to represent the true cluster structure of the objects, and a trial partition
produced by the method that is being evaluated. High agreement between the two
partitions indicates good recovery of the true cluster structure.
Agreement between a reference and a trial partition can be assessed with so-called
external validity indices. Commonly used examples from the cluster analysis community are
the Rand index and the Hubert-Arabie adjusted Rand index. In the machine learning
community, measures from information retrieval, like recall, precision and the F-measure,
are commonly used.
If a reference partition has three or more clusters it is usually of interest to assess
which clusters were and which were not recovered correctly by the clustering method that is
being evaluated. This knowledge provides insights into characteristics of both the clustering
method and the data. Furthermore, understanding which clusters were and which were not
recovered correctly seems instrumental for understanding the characteristics of clustering
methods.
However, in clustering validation studies researchers tend to use overall measures,
e.g. the Rand indices or the overall F-measure. Overall measures quantify agreement
between two partitions for all clusters simultaneously, and thus, only give a general notion
of what is going on. In this presentation we show that overall measures based on counting
pairs tend to reflect how well the larger clusters are recovered. They provide less
information on the recovery of smaller clusters.
To evaluate the recovery of individual clusters, researchers may use recall (sensitivity,
classification rate), precision (positive predicted value) and the F-measure. However, to
calculate these indices researchers have to match the true clusters with the found groupings.
This arbitrariness of matching results in several problems: the group assignment can be
manipulated to generate either more or less favorable classification rates, and partitions can
be compared only if they have the same number of clusters.
In this presentation we present four new external validity indices that can be used to
assess the recovery of individual clusters. Two indices are alternatives for recall (sensitivity,
classification rate). Like the Rand indices, the new indices are based on counting pairs of
objects. Furthermore, unlike recall, precision and the F-measure, they do not require
arbitrary matching of clusters.
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Mechanisms of the transition to adulthood in cross-national
comparison: an application of Hidden Markov Models
Sapphire Yu Han
NiDi,
the Netherlands

Recent theories about social and demographic change, such as individualization and the
second Demographic Transition (SDT), suggest a type of late, protracted and complex
pathway to adulthood. Our previous work demonstrates the application of a first order
Hidden Markov model to uncover the mechanisms of transition to adulthood and the roles
played by gender and education level of the birth cohort between 1956 and 1965 in France.
Methodologically, the Hidden Markov model largely reduces the complex sequence data
into life state (hidden state) based transition sequences. Substantively, our result suggests a
fertility and partnership driven pathway of transition to adulthood, while covariates played
different roles in each of the life states. To further test the applicability of Hidden Markov
models and to deepen our understanding of the transition differences between Western
countries, we expand the Hidden Markov modeling to a cross-national comparison context.
Theoretically, we argue that different Western countries are at different stages of SDT at a
given cohort and Hidden Markov models can detect these differences. Therefore, this study
adopts a life course approach using Hidden Markov models to quantify the transition to
adulthood in a range of European countries representing different welfare regimes. We will
test hypothesis on social class- (parental SES, education, etc.) and gender related
background variables in state transitions using respondents born between year 1961 and
1970 in Generations and Gender Survey (GGS), which consists full annual monthly life course
sequence data of leaving parental home, partnership history and fertility history between
age 15 to 35.
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Latent variable models whose parameters are functions of a
continuous variable
Henk Kelderman
Institute of Psychology,
Methodology & Statistics,
Leiden University,
Leiden, the Netherlands

The parameters of a latent variable model may not be invariant through time. If the
parameters of the measurement model are not invariant, one or more observed indicators
of latent variable(s) may suffer from response shift, which may make the comparisons of
latent variable scores through time invalid. If parameters in the population model are not
invariant population properties may change, for example factors may merge of diverge or
the latent variable means or latent variable variance may decrease or over time. The former
may be of methodological interest and the latter may of substantive to the researcher. If
item responses are administered at a smallish number of discrete time points these
phenomena can be studied with multiple-group latent variable models. In this paper we
study the case where time is assumed metric. We present a model that yields smooth
functions of model parameters through time. The model is illustrated on a set of Big-Five
personality data administered over a time period of 21 years.
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Comparing dimension reduction and variable selection-based
methods for Fault Diagnosis in High Dimensional Data
Mike Koeman
Radboud University,
Nijmegen, the Netherlands
Identification of abnormal variables in a single sample, i.e. fault diagnosis, is a crucial step in
statistical process control (SPC) to inform the researcher about the root cause of a fault [1].
Similarly, in (personalized) health care the aim is to identify abnormal patterns in e.g.
metabolomics data of a single patient to diagnose a disease [2].
For fault identification in high-dimensional data some form of feature reduction has to be
applied, which typically is a dimension reduction using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Subsequently, contribution plots based around Hoteling t2 and the Q-statistic are used to
diagnose the fault. It is well-known, however, that reliable identification of the variables
primarily associated to the fault is hampered by the so-called smearing effect, which is a
result of the dimension reduction step [3].
Recently, several variable selection-based fault diagnosis approaches have been proposed,
where the abnormal variables correspond to the first selected variables [4, 5]. The
application of these approaches to high-dimensional data does not require dimension
reduction. This way, the smearing effect is circumvented, which should result in more
reliable fault diagnosis. However, these approaches have their own limitations when it
comes to fault diagnosis. For example, in the case of highly correlated abnormal variables it
may not be guaranteed that both are selected. The aim of the present work is to compare
methods based on dimension reduction to methods based on variable selection for fault
diagnosis in high-dimensional data. Simulated data sets are used to highlight the strengths
and weaknesses of both approaches.
[1] MacGregor, John F., and Theodora Kourti. ""Statistical process control of multivariate
processes."" Control Engineering Practice 3.3 (1995): 403-414.
[2] Engel, Jasper, et al. ""Towards the disease biomarker in an individual patient using
statistical health monitoring."" PloS one 9.4 (2014): e92452.
[3] Van den Kerkhof, Pieter, et al. ""Analysis of smearing-out in contribution plot based fault
isolation for Statistical Process Control."" Chemical Engineering Science 104 (2013): 285-293.
[4] Wang, Kaibo, and Wei Jiang. ""High-dimensional process monitoring and fault isolation
via variable selection."" Journal of Quality Technology 41.3 (2009): 247.
[5] Zou, Changliang, and Peihua Qiu. ""Multivariate statistical process control using LASSO.""
Journal of the American Statistical Association 104.488 (2009): 1586-1596.
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Two-step estimation of models between latent variables
Zsuzsa Bakk
Institute of Psychology,
Methodology & Statistics,
Leiden University,
Leiden, the Netherlands

"We consider models which combine latent class measurement models for
categorical latent variables with structural regression models for the relationships
between the latent classes and observed explanatory and response variables. We
propose a new two-step method of estimating such models. In its rst step the
measurement model is estimated alone, and in the second step this measurement
model is held xed when the structural model is estimated. Simulation studies and
applied examples suggest that the two-step approach is an attractive alternative to
existing one-step and three-step methods. We dene variance estimates for two-step
estimates of the structural model which account for the uncertainty from both steps
of the estimation, and show how the method can be implemented in standard
software.
Key words: Latent variables; Mixture models; Structural equation models; Pseudo
maximum likelihood estimation"
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Decomposing information-theoretic validity indices
Hanneke van der Hoef
Heymans Institute for Psychological Research,
University of Groningen,
Groningen, the Netherlands

In (semi-)supervised clustering, external validity indices are used to quantify how well a
partition matches a true or ‘golden’ standard. Over the past years, many external validity
indices have been developed, which can be categorized into three approaches: paircounting, information theoretic and set-matching measures. While the aim of external
validity indices is to quantify how well a partition matches a (golden) standard, most external
validity indices are overall measures which only provide a general overview of the recovery
of clusters. Little information is provided on the recovery of individual clusters.
By decomposing overall measures into information chunks corresponding to individual
clusters, more insight can be provided into the recovery of individual clusters. While the
decomposition of overall indices can be applied to all three approaches of external validity,
differences exists in the weighting of overall measures between the different approaches.
In this presentation, information-theoretic indices will be discussed, in particular two
asymmetric versions of the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), which form the ‘buildingblocks’ for several other information-theoretic indices. While in information-theory
normalization is a commonly agreed property to take into account the effect of cluster size, I
will show that even these normalized indices still are affected by cluster size imbalance.
More specifically, I will show that information-theoretic indices are weighted means, which
can be determined using a function of the logarithm of the relative cluster size. Hence,
weights depend on the relative size of clusters. This will be shown using several illustrative
as well as real-data examples.
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Meta-CART: a flexible approach to identify interaction between
moderators in meta-analysis

Xinru Li
Mathematical Institute,
Leiden University,
Leiden, the Netherlands

Background: Meta-analysis is a valuable tool to quantitatively synthesize findings from
multiple studies in a systematic way. It can be used to evaluate the overall outcome (i.e.,
effect size), and estimate the relationship between study-level covariates (i.e., moderators)
and the effect sizes. In many areas, there are often multiple moderators available (e.g.,
patient characteristics). In such cases, traditional meta-analysis methods often lack sufficient
power to investigate interaction effects between moderators, especially high-order
interactions. To solve this problem, meta-CART was proposed by integrating Classification
and Regression Trees (CART) into meta-analysis. In this study we improved the existing
version of meta-CART upon two aspects: 1) to integrate the two steps of the approach into
one; 2) to consistently take into account the fixed-effect or random-effects assumption in
both the splitting and the interaction detection process.
Method: For fixed effect meta-CART, weights were applied and subgroup analysis was
adapted. For random effect meta-CART, a sequential partitioning algorithm was developed.
The performance of the improved meta-CART was investigated via an extensive simulation
study on different types of moderator variables (i.e., dichotomous, ordinal, and multinomial
variables), and via an application study.
Results: The simulation results show that the new methods can achieve good control of
Type I error (< 0.05) and power (> 0.80) in general. To achieve good recovery rates of
moderators (> 0.80), the number of studies needs to be larger than 40 to identify simple
interaction effect, and large than 80 to identify complex interaction effects.
Discussion: The improved version of meta-CART applies the fixed- or random-effects
assumption consistently in both detection and test procedure. Researchers may choose
between fixed- or random-effects model based on their research question and the
assumption of residual heterogeneity. The application example shows that meta-CART is
able to identify interaction between moderators and provide interpretable results.
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Route description
Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences
Pieter de la Court Building
Wassenaarseweg 52
2333 AK Leiden, The Netherlands

1

By car

Route from the A44:
Leave the A44 at exit 8 (exit: Leiden-Valkenburg-Katwijk-Noordwijk from the direction of The Hague, exit:
Leiden-Utrecht from the direction of Amsterdam). Take the direction to Leiden centre/Naturalis via the
Plesmanlaan.
Route from the A4:
Leave the A4 at exit 7 (Zoeterwoude dorp) en continue on the N206 towards Katwijk. At the large T-crossing
with the Plesmanlaan take a right turn towards Leiden centre/Naturalis.
On the Plesmanlaan take the first left turn possible, you are now on the Einsteinweg. Continue this road and
turn right at the roundabout, onto the Max Planckweg. Follow this road until the Wassenaarseweg, take a right
turn. Drive up to the Pieter de la Court Building of the Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences (big square
yellow building), before the roundabout.
Paid parking facilities
The Rijnveste car park is to the right of the Pieter de la Court building.

2

By public transport

When you arrive by train take the back entrance/exit in the direction of the the Leiden University Medical
Centre (LUMC). At the next roundabout take the first turn to the right (see map).

